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In natural photosynthesis, long-range electron transfer be-
tween donor-acceptor pairs embedded within a protein matrix
occurs rapidly over long (>10 Å) distances.1 It has been
postulated that the electric field associated with the permanent
dipole of R-helical sections of the proteins surrounding the
photosynthetic reaction center influences the rate of the primary
electron transfer event.2a The dipole of anR-helix (about 3.5
D per amino acid residue) generates an electrostatic field along
the helix axis of 109 V/m,2 producing an effective positive
charge at the amino end and an effective negative charge at the
carboxyl end, each of magnitude 0.8× 10-19C.2b,c This strong
electric field plays an important role in the structure and function
of proteins.2a,3 In this work, we have investigated the effect of
the position of probe chromophores relative to the direction of
the electric field generated by the helix on the rate of
intramolecular electron transfer reactions.
Helical oligopeptides1 and2 with pendant electron donor

(D) and acceptor (A) chromophores (Figure 1) differ only by
the positional reversal of the donor-acceptor (DA) pair along
the dipolar helix. Photoinduced electron transfer between D
and A generates a charge-separated pair (D•+A•-) which is
oriented with the internal electric field in2 and against the field
in 1. The potential energy of a charge-separated donor-
acceptor pair in the presence of an electric field is higher or
lower depending on this field orientation. Thus, when D•+A•-

is generated by electron transfer between neutral precursors,∆G
and, therefore, the electron transfer rate depend on this position-
ing. Namely, the driving force will be larger and the rate faster
(if ∆G lies in the normal region) when D•+A•- is against the
field.4,5 Hence, we anticipate that the alignment of electric field
in 1 against the direction of photoinduced electron transfer
should induce a faster rate of electron transfer in1 than in2.
Peptides1 and2were synthesized by standard solution-phase

peptide coupling reactions,6 the oligopeptide backbone having
been prepared fromL-alanine (Ala) and aminoisobutyric acid
(Aib).7,8 The donor (N,N-dimethylaniline) and the acceptor
(pyrene) were incorporated into the backbone as substituents
on L-alanine residues, and six residues separate the chro-

mophores. As unfolding often occurs at peptide termini, D and
A were separated from the terminus by three residues in order
to fix their orientation. Two reference peptides, containing only
the donor (3) or the acceptor (4), were also prepared for control
experiments.
To define the distance and the relative angular orientation

between the appended D and A in1 and2, it was necessary to
establish the conformation of the backbones. The right-handed
helical conformation of1 and2 was confirmed by analysis of
their CD spectra in acetonitrile and in methanol, each of which
showed a strong positive band at 190 nm and two negative bands
near 210 and 220 nm.9 In both solvents, the CD spectra of1
and2 were identical, suggesting that, on the time scale of the
experiments, the two peptides have a very similar secondary
structure. To distinguish between anR- or 310-helical confor-
mation, 2D1H NMR spectra (COSY, NOESY, ROESY) of1
and 2 were analyzed. Two kinds of NOE interactions were
observed,âCH(i)-RCH(i + 3) and NH(i)-NH(i + 3), which
are characteristic of anR-helix and not observable in 310-
helices.10,11 We conclude that the preferential conformation of
1 and2 is R-helical and that the two chromophores, roughly
parallel to one another and to a plane perpendicular to the helix
axis, are∼10 Å apart.12 In anR-helix, six residues correspond
to two turns of coil. The methylenic units introduce one
additional variable, the side-chain torsion. Conformational
analysis of oligopeptides substituted with chromophores identical
to the ones in1 and2 predicts that thermal fluctuation of side-
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Figure 1. Dichromophoric oligopeptides1 and2 and reference peptides
monosubstituted with donor (3) or acceptor (4). The molecular dipole
µ is oriented from the amino end (positive) to the carboxyl end
(negative).
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chain rotational angles for D and A are small (ø1 ) 15°, ø2 )
25° in D; ø1 ) 20°, ø2 ) 8° in A).13-15
The absorption and fluorescence spectra of1 and2 in CH3-

CN are indistinguishable from one another and from the sum
of the spectra of3 and4. The fluorescence quantum yield of
2 was twice that of1 (Φf1 ) 0.03,Φf2 ) 0.06, in CH3CN,
referenced to pyrene in ethanol16 ), indicating a more efficient
quenching in1.17 In both compounds, the fluorescence lifetime
was much shorter than that in the reference peptide4 (∼300
ns). The decay profile of4 was monoexponential, whereas1
and2 had biexponential decay profiles (Table 1). The biex-
ponential decays of1 and2 are likely due to the existence of
two (or more) ground-state conformers, possibly differing by
torsional angle (vide supra), on the time scale of the experi-
ment.18 In both 1 and2, the statistical weighting of the two
components varied, although weakly, with solvent or temper-
ature (Table 1). The variations probably reflect small torsional
conformational changes. As anticipated, the ratio ofket1 to ket2
appears smaller in solvents with higher dielectric constants,
where the difference in energies between the two charge-
separated states D•+A•- is reduced. However, the interpretation
of the solvent effect is not straightforward, as the conformations
of the oligopeptides, the magnitude of the electric field, and
the electron transfer rates are all affected by solvation.
Peptides1 and2 are unsoluble in very low polarity solvents,

such as hexane and cyclohexane, and methylene chloride is the
lowest polarity solvent (ε ) 9) that could be employed. The
dielectric constant (ε) experienced at the interface between the
solvated helical peptide and the bulk solvent may be substan-
tially lower than that of the bulk solvent.4b As a consequence,
the experimentally measured helix electric field can be up to 1
order of magnitude stronger than that expected on the basis of

ε of the solvent. This may explain the differences observed in
polar solvents, such as acetonitrile.4b,19

The electron transfer rates in1 and2 differ in all solvents
and temperatures examined (Table 1). In all measurements, the
decay times of1were shorter than those of2, and rate constants
for photoinduced electron transfer in1were 5-27 times larger
than in 2, depending on the solvent. This observation is
consistent with the electric field effect. In1, where the D•+A•-

state is in the low-energy orientation with respect to the helix-
induced electric field, charge separation has a more negative
∆G and takes places with a higher rate. Higher rates should
be expected for the process with the more negative∆G, since
the pyrene-dimethylaniline couple (∆G= -0.4 eV) lies in the
normal exothermic region,13c,20 as confirmed by the variable
temperature measurements in THF (the observed rates decrease
with decreasing temperature, Table 1). With the data currently
available, we cannot unambiguously exclude the possibility that
part of the observed difference in the lifetimes of1 and2 could
be a conformational effect. Although, in principle,1and2 could
experience slightly different local environments because of
differential twisting upon switching the position of the chro-
mophores, both CD and NMR data suggest that the two
molecules sample very similar average conformations. More-
over, even if the biexponential decays reflect the presence of
slightly different conformational preferences, both components
of the decay of1 are faster than2 in all solvents examined.
The field-induced difference between the driving forces for

intramolecular electron transfer in1 and2 was also observed
by differential pulse voltammetry of1 and2 in acetonitrile. The
∆Gel of 1 is 100 mVmore negative than that of2.21 An estimate
of ∆G° can be made as follows. In a field of 109 V/m in a
vacuum, two charge-separated species (10 Å apart) experience
an electric field of 1 V. In acetonitrile (ε ) 37), the resulting
field will be 1/37) 0.027 V. The energy gap (∆G°) between
the two states (with and against the field) is then 0.054 eV.
This value is remarkably close to the experimentally determined
value of 0.100 V, especially considering that the effective
dielectric constant may be lower (vide supra).
Our observations suggest that the orientation of a donor-

acceptor pair with respect to the molecular electric field
generated by the helix dipole of a peptide affects the electron
transfer rates in the expected manner. Future work to provide
further information about conformational effects and about the
influence of the dipole on charge recombination is under way.
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Table 1. Time-Resolved Fluorescence of1 and2a,b

τ (weight)c

1d 2
κet1

(×109 s-1)
κet2e

(109 s-1)
κet1/
κet2

solvent
THF 2.5 (52), 0.7 (42) 33 (88), 81 (11) 0.62 0.022 27
CH2Cl2 3.9 (28), 1.5 (65) 27 (84), 129 (15) 0.48 0.020 24
CH3CN 2.7 (33), 0.9 (61) 9 (97), 96 (2) 0.71 0.090 8
MeOH 3.6 (60), 0.8 (33) 10 (96), 70 (3) 0.41 0.082 5

T (°C)f
22 2.5 (52), 0.7 (42) 27 (84), 129 (15) 0.62 0.023
-1 5 (37), 1.8 (56) 69 0.35 0.011
-45 32 (27), 5.5 (70) 209 0.07 0.001

a All samples were degassed by bubbling nitrogen saturated with
the solvent throughout the measurements. Concentrations were low
(∼30 µM) in order to avoid self-aggregation. The time-resolved
fluorescence experiments were performed on a single-photon counting
apparatus. The time resolution was 20 ps.b λexc) 344 nm,λobs) 400
nm. T ) 22 °C. c Time decays are in nanoseconds. The number in
parentheses indicates the relative weighting of the component. Time
decay of the reference peptide4 is τo ) 300 ns.d In compound1 was
observable a minor third component with a lifetime identical to that
observable in4. The contribution of this component was small and
constant (e 5%) in all solvents and temperatures examined. We
assigned it to the presence of an impurity (racemized peptide or with
pyrene only) in which intramolecular quenching does not occur. As a
result, it is not included in the table.eCalculated fromKi ) 1/〈τ〉i -
1/τo, where〈τ〉i ) τ′(A′) + τ′′(A′′), whereA is the amplitude.f In THF.
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